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SR DOMINATE 308F ET [DLF,HYF,IEF,MSUDF] Video by 308F A mass bull with the bull look of the range that was competitive in the Show Ring. Free movement, clean forehead, long side, full rib, wide back and shows the ideal muscle pattern in its fourth and along the back. It shows the charm of the eyes with a high head on the
smooth shoulder, the correct feet and leg structure, good marks, pigmented eyes and has the ability to show presence with its appearance. Dam a fantastic cow with a good udder, correct made, finished front, marked on the right and productive. We are looking forward to his first calves this fall. Co-owned with Hoffman and Buck. BCC
Billy The Kid 330A [CHB,DLF,HYF,IEF] One of denver's best bulls-2014. Huge hip with a deep quarter. Super long and thick along its upper line. Good balance in her make-up with Rib. Short marked with eye pigment. Good milk. High performance, great scrotal, tera, good bone and a large REA. Of course, the rancher is kind with
appearance, growth, milk, moderate BW and carcass. Her offspring is consistent in their pattern, and some daughters have calves and certainly have the appearance of the cow with good udder. Owned by Baumgarten and Loehr. Sperm available. BCC Dominator 619D [CHB, DLF, HYF, IEF] This guy gives you the numbers of many
breeders like. True deep side, often surmounted and width in the fourth. Wide to the area of the loin and the perno. Shows the extra volume. Correct in its structure and is based behind. Large scrotal area and good growth potential. BW is on the ground and his gaze is right. The detachment ease numbers will work. Owned by
Baumgarten. Sperm available. UU Turning Point [DLF,HYF,IEF] Growth bull that is massive in its make-up production, high performance, fully pigmented with a deep rib and side. She presents a cowmen look with her long body and attractive profile. It has good size, strong back, large testicles, ideal signs, good hair and easy-to-do look.
His genetic package is strong and his mother a good production record. Good ease of giving birth from heifers with all those born without having been born. Its weaning and ease in herd ratios are exceptional. One of the best weaning bulls and flat ease in the breed. Ideal bull to mate with smaller, framed, thick and full-bodied cows.
Exceptional calf-raised heifers in spring 2018 and had 4 of the top 10 heifers in the 2017 calf harvest. Owned by Knippling and Van Newkirk. Sperm available. UU Solution 5436 [DLF,HYF,IEF,MSUDF] So unique its width, lateral depth, low side, volume and long body is almost a monster. There aren't many Hereford bulls built like him.
muscle shape, thick and strong bone and is broad-based. Its numbers fit its low BW, good growth, milk and carcass traits. He weighed 2,300 pounds at two. Best-selling bull in van Newkirk 2017 production sale. He keeps his meat and it's easy to do. It features a profile that livestock producers admire. Good foot and pigment for full eyes.
Dam has good production numbers. Owned by Van Newkirk. Some sperm available. SR Indigo 1181Y [DLF,HYF,IEF] Fantastic son of Indigo with hard-to-reach performance numbers. REA and CHB are excellent. One of the best-selling bulls in our 2012 sale in Pied Piper where it was the top gaining bull with a long back, a deep quarter
and a good coat of curly and yellow hair. A clean, muscular frontal bull with shape and stands on a good bone. Give a good female udder at 14 with a good record. It is thick, on the deep side, full of muscles and made right. Co-owned with Pied Piper. Sperm available. SR Bakken 62Z [DLF,HYF,IEF] Best-selling bull in 2012 at Churchill
and Van Newkirk. Large hipped, wide based, from the deep side, marked to the right with good marks, bone, wide base and really delicate. It was high earning bull right at £4.5 a day. Milk and large scrotal. Her mom script is good. Check his carcass numbers. Check out his EPD profile. Offspring has explosive growth, good muscle shape,
large numbers of performance and gives you the appearance of productive livestock. The daughter looks very productive. Sperm available. GH Ruger 3786 Deluxe 17D DELUXE is robust made with good muscle shape and stands on a strong bone. Short marked, pigmented, it is based and gives you a good profile. It features a balanced
set of EPDs. A few more body lengths, wide leaning and is often down in his neighborhood. Best-selling bull in Hirsche 2016 sale. Different farmed dam and a productive female. Sperm available. UU REMEDY 7295E [DLF,HYF,IEF,MSUDF] Good carcass number, the data indicate performance with an ideal appearance of the breeder.
Good bone with body length. Sperm available. Co-owned with Van Newkirk. SNS 40W Western Lad 8A [DLF,HYF,IEF] Is developing into a formidable breeding bull if you want robust, large de-de-de-tax genetics, Hereford fonts with good growth potential. Outcross genetics purchased in Calgary with Van Newkirk of the Nixdorf family.
Extra bone, long side, good growth look with good hair and eye appeal. This guy has a certain size for him, has a long and deep body and has several good children in the sale. Co-owned with Van Newkirk. R 2Y Caption 43A [DLF,HYF,IEF,MSUDF] Best-selling Bull in ridder 2014 sale. Correct, highly pigmented, clean done, thick. Curly
hair, good bone and has a good profile. From a dam with excellent numbers of offspring. The offspring are clean made with good muscle shape and gives a good profile. Sperm available. SR Saga 1302Z [DLF,HYF,IEF] Used on heifers successfully. Good balance. Same dam as 450X. 1302 developed as a mature bull good size, wide
muscle and correct done. Calves are moderate without childbirth problems and grow quickly. The dam is an electric cow with a good udder and longevity. He is on an ET program at B&amp;C Cattle Company in Texas. LBH 39T Sterling 53W [CHB,DLF,HYF,IEF] All you can say is when you look at its weaning and aelente EPD numbers.
Really and growth frame bull with extra muscle expression that shows a good quarter, stands wide, has bones and is correct in its structure. He's got a bit of BW -- we brought him 8 heifers and everyone was born without being there -- they're long in good shape. One of the high-level weight bulls in the breed. Good milk in a frame bull
with daughters that are right at the top of our replacements. Little nipples. Owned by Pied Piper. Sperm available. GH Adams Top Gun ET 516T [CHB,DLF,HYF,IEF] We believe it is one of the thickest and strongest bulls in the Hereford breed. An outcross pedigree for most of the breed. Wide and deep in its neighborhood, very wide
according to all four corners, strong surmounted by full eye pigment and good signs. The children show volume, wide and muscular quarters, bones, full-bodied long and correct in their structure. We used it on heifers and everyone was born without being there. His daughters are some of our best producers. Co-owned with Haueter.
Sperm available. KB L1 Domino 655 ET [CHB,DLF,IEF] One of 9126J's best breeding children in the nation. 655 is in fact deep, often quartered, wide, with big hair with bones and good marks. The offspring show volume, correct, finishes made, made in depth, thick quartered with a strong muscle pattern. Females are imaginative and
feminine with good udder, bones and good structure. It has good growth, milk and REA numbers. Owned by Baumgarten and Baker. Sperm available. Churchill Mark Dom 697D [CHB,DLF,HYF,IEF,MSUDF] Fantastic BW set, growth, milk, with an exceptional number of carcasses and ease of childbirth. Used impeccably on heifers with
the ideal success. Moderate in its frame, correct fact, ideal hair, google eyed and presents a good first impression. Its veal crop is exceptional with their number, eye charm and structure. All its production comes from the first calf heifers. JA L1 Domino 6904D [DLF,HYF,IEF,MSUDF] Video of 6904D Bull best-selling in jamison 2018 sale.
Thick, wide-based, clean top made with good muscle shape. The first calf harvest showed an excellent profile, wide growth, good structure with a wide base and bones. Females at one year of age look at the part. Her offspring gives you a consistent look, has growth, is thick and is right. All are excellent prospects of bull ranch. Sperm
available. Co-owned with Van Newkirk. CL 1 Domino 6128D 1ET [CHB,DLF,HYF,IEF,MSUDF] Video of the 6128D maternal power plant supported by many exceptional and productive women. Along its top, thick and deep in its fourth, excellent depth of the clean forehead, adequate bone, clean the tera and full of muscles. Backup with a
very productive EPD profile. Note the moderate BW, good growth, high milk, ideal udder and a high-end CHB index. Best-selling bull in the sale of Cooper 2017. Co-owned with Cooper, Churchill, L Double Bar and Krebs. Limited sperm available. Nichols 0945 Domino 6100 6100 Excellent individual profile with the best breast scores,
growth, milk and number of carcasses. Excellent ease of maternal and direct childbirth. Very correct in its structure, it stands on a good bone and has muscle shape. High-end CHB. Front trim and narrow threaded. Co-owned with Mrnak and Nichols. Sperm available. SR Match 1424B [DLF,HYF,IEF,MSUDF] Video of 1424B Home raised
son of Domino 1161 by a family of exceptional cows with performance and profile. This guy is sharp-looking and has a good profile. Short total red marked with pigment and large testicles. Used on heifers successfully. His offspring looks like the type. Churchill Status 6298D ET [DLF,HYF,IEF,MSUDF] Super series of rating numbers. A
grazing bull. Used on heifers for two years with all non-unseeded calving. A growing bull with performance data to back up to. UPS Indigo 8648 [DLF, HYF, IEF] An old-fashioned looking Hereford bull with today's genetic numbers. BW low with ease of direct and maternal birth of the highest quality. On the extremely long side, he carries a
strong back and shows some muscle expression in his fourth. Marked on the right with good yellow and curly hair. It has a negative BW with ease of childbirth, milk and good carcass numbers. He produced some really good herd bulls. Sperm available. SR Diablo 613A [DLF,HYF,IEF,MSUDF] Son of Indigo 1181Y and the best-selling bull
in the 2014 production sale to Doyle, Churchill and Van Newkirk. Its weaning, aegiolo, REA and CHB EPD are right at the top of the charts. Ultra-sound an 18.5 REA. Yellow, curly, short marked, wide-based, walks wide and has a deep, wide quarter. Full and scrotal eye pigment with good testicular size. The mother has a good production
record. Calves are exciting to watch and are artists. Owned by Doyle, Churchill and Van Newkirk. Sperm available. CHURCHILL TACTIC 6451D [CHB,DLF,HYF,IEF,MSUDF] This guy is packing some good carcass numbers along with his long body and moderate frame. It has a certain muscle shape, a correct, good marked structure and
shows the base width. Exceptional ease of calving from the heifers of the first calf. Sperm available. BRC FACTOR Y19 [CHB,DLF,HYF,IEF] Best-selling bull in the fall 2013 Brillhart sale. Toro Deluxe Cattlemen's which is long and often long at its top, shows a muscular quarter, stands on strong bones, large testicles and correct in its
structure. His daughters are exceptional and make productive cows. Children show the shape and structure that all progressive cattle like. Factor has good performance, moderate BW and balance with its carcass number. It comes from a with an excellent production record. Sperm available. CL 1 Domino 1161Y [DLF,HYF,IEF] A real low
BW bull with a good muscle model, rib and correct. Good leaning, it is located on a base, marked on the right, moderate frame with volume and comes from a family of cows that lowers BW. Calves are right in their make-up, show the muscle shape along the and in the neighborhood. The daughters are now in production and show good
udder and a lot of appeal to the eyes. Some real sons and sons of high standard sell. Owned by Cooper, Coleman and Oleen. Sperm available. SR Script 187 [SOD,DLF,IEF] Outstanding Harland breeding child holding BW, good growth and milk with some of the best breeds of milk and carcasses. Small calves at birth that develop into
thick, wide-open and deep individuals with a good structure and a fascination for the eyes. Dam is a female performance with red st teatte, a freckle face and is in our embryonic transfer program. Daughters are a real resource with level udders and small capes. Co-owned with Upstream and Hirsche. Sperm available. SR Saga 1447
[CHB,DLF,HYF,IEF] The harland son we kept to get ideal and productive females. Sires fantasy, female daughters. The offspring are yellow, good from the hair, good marked with extended body length, deep side and good muscle shape. Successfully used on heifers. Offspring is sharp-looking with good growth. Long bodies, correct and
muscular model. Dam raised in a similar way to SR Saga 1137 in Monte. Dam is a good breast female with milk and growth. Sperm available. Owned by Stuber Ranch. BB 1065 Domino 4102 [CHB,SOD,DLF,HYF] Exciting genetics for low birth weight, number of carcasses and still growing with ease of childbirth. The children are long,
correct, finished with an additional Hereford eye appeal. Its carcass traits are among the best of the Hereford breed and improve with each calf crop. Good profit indices. Females are finished and feminine. Co-owned with Mrnaks and BB Cattle. Sperm available. CTY Britisher 7721T [DLF,HYF,IEF] Sire which has the charm of old-
fashioned Hereford eyes that sires calves with modern appearance and performance. 7721 is correct in its structure, has a large coat, pigmented, marked right, head up on the shoulder and a very prolific breeder. The offspring has growth, long sides, above-average thickness, big hair, growing performance with production and was the
best-selling group in our 2011 sale. Breeders appreciate their model, texture and performance. Daughters look like big cows. Owner with Courtney Herefords and B&amp;C Cattle. Sperm available. Hits: 19264 19264
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